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ABSTRACT

THE LITERATURE OF TECHNICAL AND PROFESSIONAL

COMMUNICATION: CITATION PATTERNS

AND BIBLIOGRAPHIC CONTROL

BY

DONNELYN CURTIS, B.A., M.A.

Master of Arts in English

New Mexico State University

Las Cruces, New Mexico, 1992

Dr. Stephen A. Bernhardt, Chair

As an evolving professional and a new academic discipline, technical and

professional communication is undergoing a process of self-definition. Du Ting this

process, it is important to consider the classification of the reseaxeh literature so that it

can be found and used by future researchers and students. The traditional organiza-

tion of universities and of libraries creates certain problems in handling the literature

of a new and interdisciplinary field such as this. Through an examination of the

technical and professional writing profession as it defines itself and through a citation

analysis of its journals, this thesis highlights the literature, identifies access problems,

and suggests some strategies for confronting bibliographic obstacles.
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Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

New academic programs in technical and professional communication are

proliferating at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. As these new programs

emerge, students and faculty turn to university libraries to provide nuterials to sup-

port their coursewin and research. Librarians are responsible for organizing these

materials for later retrieval, and for understanding how other librarians, indexers and

publishers have organized the mataials.

When a new book about art, biology or history is cataloged, the librarian does

not have much difficulty assigning a call number and subject headings using the

Library of Congress Classification System. The book can then be shelved in its

rightful location, and can be found using the access tools the libtary provides. How-

ever, when a new book about technical writing cc professional communication is

being cataloged, its rightful place within the classification system is not so apparent to

the librarian. The classification system, modeled after the university of the 1800's,

did not anticipate such books.

When literature, art, biology or history students come to the library seeking

journal articles, librarians can easily direct them to the appopriate indexes, datalxises

and bibliographies. However, when students of technical and professional communi-

cation come to the library looking for journal articles, librarians are uncertain where

to direct them. The discipline is not large or established enough to have its own

indexes, and none of the existing indexes is thorough in covering it. Furthermore,

topics of interest to these students are diverse, the discipline is not clearly delineated,

and the research base is not clearly defined. Some would disagree with the idea that

technical and professional communication is adiscipline.

The reasons for a lack of bibliographic control are many, and possible solutions

are limite-1 In order for technical and professional communication students and

1
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researchers to have better access to the published research in their field, the research-

ers, practitioners and teachers need to work together to define and establish a stable

and consistent position within the academy, and to work with librarians and others to

organize their literature within the existing system.

In order for change to take place, more conununication is necessary between

those who create the literature and those who provide access to it. Wiiters, research-

en and teachers need to understand the traditional ways in which universities and

libraries have been raganized, and librarians and indexers need to understand the

ways in which disciplines such as this one diveige from and connect with traditional

disciplines. As the field evolves, a dialog must take place amund its literature so that

it doesn't get lost in the system or scattered too widely to be easily gathered. The

discipline will evolve more quickly if remarchers can build upon what has already

been established by previous researchers.

In initiating a dialog around the literature of technical and professional commu-

nication, I plan to first look briefly at the discipline as it defines itself through its

professional associations, the characteristics of its practitioners, and its place in the

university. I will then take an empirical look at some of the research literature itself,

discussing the results of a citation analysis of articles in core journals. The reseaivh

defines the discipline just as the discipline defines the research. Finally, I will &tail

general and specific problems of bibliogmphic control for a discipline thus defined,

proposing some strategies for confronting bibliographic obstacles.

2
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Chapter 1%va

A PROFESSION SELF-DEFINED

Technical and professional communication is relatively new both as a profession

and as an academic discipline. As both the profession and the discipline grow,

symbiotically, they define each other. As workplace needs evolve, academic pro-

grams try to fill and anticipate the needs. At the same time, educators attempt to

expand the role of technical communicators within industry and business.

History

In the past, technical writers and editors got most of their training on the job.

However, technical writing courses have been available since the late 1800's in

departments of engineering or in English departments for those technical people

whose jobs would include writing. In his thorough history of technical writing

instrucdon, Robert Connors identifies the pioneers of the specialized courses and their

textbooks. In 1937, 76 of the 117 engineering schools in the United States together

offered 93 different technical writing courses (p.338). The teachers of the courses

were "literary scholars, and only the less talented of them gravitated to engineering

English" (p.339). After World War II, the first technological war, technical writing

courses expanded, as wartime technologies were adapted to peacetime uses. Techni-

cal writing became a job in itself, rather than an adjunct occupation. Returning

veterans populated the classrooms.

During the 1950's, Connors continues, the profession matured. Professional

associations developed, and in 1958 the first master's degree program was established

at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. By this time, most technical writing programs

were housed in English departments. During the 1960's, the profession became self-

conscious, and teaching underwent a process of self examination. In most English

departments, technical writing was considered a low-level service course, and was

assignei to graduate assistants and college instructors, along with freshman composi-

tion courses. A serious drop in engineering students reduced the enrollment in techni-

cal writing classes.

3
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Connws identifies 1970 as a turning point for technical writing instruction. A

core of committed professionals had formed, "a growing number of teachers who

considered technival communication their primary area of interest and expertise" (p.

347). In 1970, the Journal of Techniced Writing and Communication was started. In

1974, course enrollment began to inctease, due to the need for technical communica-

tions specialists in industry. At the same time, the demand for literature courses

decreaseid.

For those majoring in business, there were (and are) courses in business writing

located within business colleges. Technical writing and buemess writing disciplines

develuped separately, each with its own professional associations for academics and

practitioners. Both have developed a knowledge base that goes beyond pedagogy to

=trace communication theory, cognitive psychology, organizational theory, and

information theory.

Technical and professional communication is a hybrid concept governing tome

academic programs and reflecting a transformed workplace in which the lines be-

tween "industry" and "business" are becoming blurred. The development of sophisti-

cated software for handling text has freed the traditional technical writer from many

of the traditional technical tasks, phasing out some jobs, as it were, and creating

others. As Carolyn Miller sees it, the fume of technical communication lies "with

those who have a broad and diverse understanding of the relationship between com-

municadon and technology" (p.I08). Technical communicators may have a range of

duties beyond writing, duties that might include publication management, training,

usability testing, and designing information products.

Professional Associations

Formal education is seen as a means to help professionalize the occupation, to

upgrade practitioners' credentials and provide them with a theoretical framework and

new sldlls. A professional association can gather information that will help de-me

the educational needs of the profession. In shaping and reshaping academic pro-

grams, educators rely on information about what practitioners do in their jobs mid

what skills they use, as well as what skills they lack. The workplace is changing

4



dramatically within the changing global economy. The professional associations and

their publications are helping their members to adapt and meet the new challenges.

In addition to supporting academic programs and credentials, other roles of a

professional association are to upgrade the skills and the status of its members.

Through continuing edwation workshops at conferences and through its publications,

an association can help shape the funre of a profession. The collective self image of

the practitioners is seen to be a key element in raising the collective status within

industry. In the literature of this profession there is frequent editorializing about what

it means to be a technical communicator. This is especially evident in the journals

intended for practiticeers, published by the professional associations, Technical

Communication published by the Society for Technical Communication (STC) and

the IEEE Transactions on Professional Communication published by the Professional

Communication Society of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE

/PCS).

In pointing out problems in the definition of composition studies, a more estab-

lished closely-related field, Patrick Scott remarks that "An academic field is socially,

not logically defined," by its professional associations, for example. A professional

association gives social coherence and stability to a research paradigm. He notes that

those scholars seriously working in the field of speech have identified with a single

professional association, whaeas composition faculty are hindered in the develop-

ment of a conaulidated research base by having a large number of overlapping profes-

sional associations (pp.172-3).

Technical communication faculty belong to some of the many English-oriented

associations that Scott lists the Conference on College Composition and Commu-

nication (CCCC), the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) College

Section, the College English Association (CEA), the Rhetoric Society of America, the

International Society for the History of Rhetoric, the Council of Writing Program

Administrators, the Association of Departments of English (ADE), and the Modern

Language Association (MLA). They also have a specialized association, the Associa-

tion for Teachers of Technical Writing (ATTW). This association has 800 members

and publishes the journal Technical Communication Quarterly, formerly The Techni-

cal Writing Teacher. Many technical communication faculty also belong to the IEEE

5
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Professional Communication Society and/or the Society for Technical Communica-

fiat, (STC) awl some belong to the American Society for Training and Development

(AVID). The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) also has a Special

Interest Group on Systems Documentation (SIGDOC).

STC regularly surveys its umbers and compiles a statistical profile. This

survey focuses on education, job satisfaction, salary, and type of job held. The 1988

survey showed that 32% of the members have degrees in English, while 13% have

degrees in technical ocenmunication and 10% have degrees in journalism. The major-

ity are writers and/or editors; only 12% are edwators (Cook and Stolgis, pA1).

However, STC is a relatively large association, claiming 12,000 members, so 12%

represents 1,440 nmmbers who are educators, a larger group than the entire member-

ship of ATIV, which numbers around 800.

The Association for Business Cummunication (ABC) also polls its members.

Table 1 shows the breakdown of institutional affiliations as indicated by the mailing

lists in 1968 (649 members) and in 1985 (1,654 members).

Table 1

Institutional Affiliations of ABC Members

1968 1985

High School 3.2% .4%

Junior College 1.4% 3.0%

4yr. College/University 75.8% 67.0%

Technical School .5%

Business 18.0% 9.0%

Other 2.0% 9.7%

(Darsey and Dorrell, p.3)
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From 1968 to 1985, the members teaching in junior colleges increased dramati-

cally, but overall the academic component has remained mutant. Of those respond-

int, to the 1985 survey, 47% were affiliated with a college of business, whereas

almost 25% were affiliated with an English skpartment. Slightly more than 25%

taught in wher areas (communication, education, or "otherl. The authors note that

this is a major shift from the 1968 pattern. At that time, business administration was

the department with which most of the teachers were affiliated, arx1 business educa-

tion was second (Darsey and Donal, p.4). Thib could reflect a transfer of some

business writing courses to English departments, or an increase in crossover involve-

ment among business writing and technical writing teachers. However, it should be

noted that for compiling these percentages, in 1968 the entire membership (649)

polled, with a 475 response rate (73.2%). In 1985, a random sample of 165 members

was selected, and only 55% (91) responded.

Praditioner Surveys

There have been a number of empirical attempts to define the group a practic-

ing professional communicators. Surveys are the most common form of research.

Heather Keeler, in her "Portrait of a Technical Communicatar: A Bibliographic

Review of Current Research" critiques several surveys of technical communication

students, graduates and practitioners and analyzes the results (pp.42-47). She finds

that "...the works are dominated by repetitive surveys and often narrow and

unmethodical sampling techniques; research methodologies are sometinws not even

explained" (p.46). Nevertheless, she reports that their conclusions are consistent with

each other and with those of the academic researchers in the field. She compares the

survey results to the models outlined by Paul Anderson in "What Technical and

Scientific Communicators Do: A Comprehensive Model for Developing Academic

Programs" and in "A Systematic Analysis of the Technical Communicator's Job: A

Guide for Educators" by Marcus Green and Timothy Nolan.

As Keeler reports, Anderson's technical communicators "solve problems that

involve the management and communication of specialized information, where that

information is to be used for practical purposes" (Keeler, p. 41, Anderson p.163).

Keeler identifies Green and Anderson's article as "a major article lending insight to

7



our reofession" (p.43). They conclude that technical communicators at the entry level

focus sharply on researching, writing and editing, but thme above that level do a great

deal of reject management Skills considered essential for all technical communica-

tors are technical expertise or aptitude and proficiency in composition. Green and

Anderson as well as several other researchers reviewed by Keeler emphasize that

technical communicators are total communicators, with a need for strong interper-

sonal skills.

According to Keeler, "a general profile of the technical communicator does

camp from these disparate research efforts." She lists some frequently specified

attributes:

Technical communicators must be total communicatces with good
writing, speaking and human interaction skills. They must work
collaboratively, as team players with other professionals, and they
require project coordination skills that carry them through projects
from initial planning to final production and evaluation. More impor-
tant than specific technical expertise is a balance between a lxisic

g of writing mechanics and a basic understanding of
technical and engineering concepts (p.47).

Lauren Livo attempts to define the technical communication profession through

an analysis of job titles listed for authors at the 35th International Technical Commu-

nication Conference. She found a great deal of variation among titles for jobs that

were essentially similar. She ccocludes that

This abundance of titles may indicate either of two things: It may
indicate a healthy vitality watnin the profession, seen by the explora-
tion and consolidatim of positions held by people who align them-
selves with SIC. Or it may expose confusion about the skills techni
cal communicators bring to their work (p.55).

Then may not be a consensus on what technical communicators do or should be

called, but there seems to be a consensus that a broad-based but consistently applied

defmition would help the collective self image of practitioners and raise the status of

the profession.

Essays Defining the Profession

Throughout the essays and editorials of these journals there is continuing defini-

tion, redefinition and discuLsion about the evolving role of the members of the profes-

8



sion. Readers are urged to see themselves as creative managers of inftwmatitm rather

than technicians. Often these definitions are drawn from authors' personal experi-

ences or observations rather than from empirical or ethnographic research. For

example, Richard VanDeWeghe in his 1991 guest editorial in Technical Communi-

cation describes scnne tasks of a typical technical writer, and then extolls:

This is not the weir of a mere technical writer; it calls for special
talents and knowledge that we find admirable in poets. That is not to
say that writing technical dot meats and writing poems is the same
thing, but way to say that the =teem accorded one group cr$ $$,
tive writers belongs to the other as weIL The proNem is that $

communicators never think of themselves as creative writers, never
accord themselves the esteem that is rightly theirs (p.298).

Frank Smith, the current editor of Technical Communication, frequently defines

what it means to be a professional. In his editorial "The Challenges We Face" he

suggests that in order to be widely tecognized, a profession needs a cltutr-cut college

cuniculum, a body of literature that all practitioners are expected to know and use,

and a cadre of researchers who devote their careers to advancing the state of knowl-

edge in their fields (p.86). He feels that technical communication is currently lacking

in these necessities. Furthermore, he feels that without a strong knowledge base built

upon experimental findings rather than intuition and "so long as we add little or no

denurstrable value to the products we produce...we will be regarded as laborers

rather than professionals" (p.88).

The Research Base as a Defining Element

Is There a Research Dam?

In his editorial "The Challenges We Face," Frank Smith in 1988 indicates that

then is a serious lack of research literature in technical communication. "What do

we have?" he asks, rhetorically, and then replies, "...two or three journals, a batch of

elementary textbooks, and an almost irretrievable collection of conference proceed-

ings" (p.86). Although no one could argue that the research base is large, the degree

of Smith's dismissal should be questioned. There is a good possibility that Smith, in

identifying so closely with STC, a basically non-academic association, is not aware of

9



the research literature invoked and codified by the more academic professional

association. The instructions for authors submitting work to his Technical Commu-

nication state:

...please look over the literature in the field awl cite ally relevant
publications, so that your article builds on and extends knevious work,
if there is any. Far example, see previcas issues of the journal, the
Pmceedings of the annual International Technical Conmunications
Conference [STC's conference], the IEEE Tramactions on Profes-
sional Communication, theJournal of Technical Writing and Commu-
nication, and appropriate textbook:.

Although these sources are listed as examples, it shotad probably be emphasized

that there are other sources as well. I have identified eight core journals (see Chapter

3) and there are a number of other journals that publish resetuch on technical and

professional communication (Chapter 2). A number of books based on research have

recently been published in this field. Retrievability is indeed an issue, as I will

discuss in Chapter 3.

Connors, in 1982, wrote that "technical writing scholarship is thriving" (pp.348-

9), but his is a historical perspective. The situation is changing, but compared to

other aculemic disciplines, this discipline is still small and as yet poorly defined, the

literature suffers from poor bibliographic control, and the researchers are not yet

consolidated within the academic realm.

Research Examined

Despite the difficulties, there have been a few attempts to define research being

done and needing to be done. John Beard, David Williams and Stephen Doheny-

Farina developed a taxonomy of research needs articulated by practitioners and

academicians. Their study concluded that"practitioners do value and use research"

(p.193). Figure 1 shows the responses of 41 participants to an open-ended question

about research areas needing investigation. There was an average of 3.7 responses

per participant.

10
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(Beard, Williams and Doheny-Farina, p.191)

Mary Sue MacNealy studied the quantity and quality of research as reflected in

the 1989 conference proceedings of the International Technical Communication

Conference (STC) and the International Pmfessional Communication Conference

(IEEE RCS). She used the Beard, Williams and Doheny-Farina taxonomy to classify

the research, and found that some areas, such ascommunication and professional

communication, received more than their share of research effort, while others, such

as management did not. She also noted that there was little research on visuals. In

general, she found that "systematic research in the field of technical communication

is still in a limited stage of development" (p.197).

11



Academic Organizasion

In 1983, Paul Anderson, John Brockmann and Carolyn Miller, in their introduc-

tion to New Essay s in Technical and Scientrw Communication, wrote of "a general

weakness of research in technical and scientific communication" (p.7), due to a

historical scholarly bias against technical discourse and a more recent accident of the

organization of the academy, as speech and English were dissociated.

This separation had two manifestations: the distinction between litzrazy art and

persuasive or functional discourse, cm the one hand, and the distinction between

written discourse and spoken discourse, on the other. What fell between the cracks

was discourse that was both functional and written (p.8).

Technical communication, along with freshman composition, suffered. English

departnxnts unwillingly housed these programs, but "Without the promise of colic-

Oal suppco and academic westige, then, technical anti scientific communication has

been hampered rom developing a tradition of scholarly research" (Anderson,

Brockmann and Miller, p.8).

In discussing the organization of the academy, one could also point out that

issues in business communication are very similar to issues in technical communica-

tion, and yet the scholars are not even located in the sore college. Most of the

members of the Association for Business Communication teach in business colleges,

and according to the 1985 ABC survey, most members regularly publish in academic

journals. Only one in five listed "no publications," while 24.18% listed "over 10."

26.37% listed 1-2 publications, 8.79% had 3-4 publications, and 17.58% claimed 5-10

publications (Darsey and Dorrell, p.4). This would indicate that a pool of scholarly

research of interest to technical communicators may not be included by those count-

ing only the research of STC members (although there is some overlapping member-

ship).

The type of academic institution and the department in which a researcher works

will influence his or her research interests and directions. Because technical commu-

nicatioa is a professional discipline, and because its existence in ihe academy is due

to demands from industry, there is an applied as well as a theoretical research arena.

Sociology or physics deparmients differ little from university to university in

their goals and objectives in teaching and research. However, technical communica-
12



tion programs may respond to local industry needs, and may be found in a specialized

department such as the department of rhetoric (University of Minnesota) or in a very

general department such as the department of humanities (Michigan Technological

University). The University of Washington and University of Michigan programs are

in the College ofEngineering. Some of the most well-established programs (includ-

ing some of the paduate programe reside at technical institutions. The institutional

research atmosphere will be much different than in a liberal arts college of a large

university.

In the most recent official study of these academic programs, Academic Pro-

grams in Technical Communication by Patrick Kelley et. al, published in 1987 by

STC, 45 bachelor and master's programs are listed in the departments shown in

Table 2 (three are intenkpartmental):

Table 2

Academic Departments of

Technical Communication Programs

English 2e

Humanities

Journalism 4

Humanities & Communications 2

Engineering

Technical Communication

Technical Journalism 1

Rhetoric 1

industrial Communications

Physics & Life Sciences 1

Arts & Sciences 1

Industry & Technology 1

Language, Literature & Communication 1

Ms & Humanitkm

13



The names of the programs listed in the STC study reflect differences in philoso-

phy and thus research directions. Of the 45 programs, 13 am called "technical writ-
ing" and llare called "technical communication(s)." The others vary from "special-
ized journalism" to "industrial rhetoric." All program names are a combination of
one or mote nx)difiers and a noun from the lists in Table 3.

Table 3

Technical Communication Program Names

Modifiers Nouns

Technical 45 Writing 29

Professional 10 Communication(s) 24

Science/Scientific a Editing 4

Business 3 Journalism 4

Industrial 3 Media 1

Specialized 2 Specialist* 1

Expository 1 Organization" 1

Rhetoric 1

Writing and Editing Specialist

" Industrial Organization Program, Industrial Communkatbn Department

This variety in the names of academic progams, like the variety in the job titles
that await their graduates is further indication of the difficulty in defining this profes-
sion, its research, and its literature. It should be mentioned here that two new PhD
programs, at New Mexico State University and Iowa State University, use the name
"Rhetoric and Professional Communication" to define themselverh The fact that both

programs align professiceal communication with rhetoric certainly strengthens that

particular connection, and indicates a probable impact on the discipline as a whole.



Academic Coursework

The various institutional frameworks for technical and 2rofessional communica-

tion programs shape and generate research. The internal structures of the programs

also influence academic researchers' interests and define tesearch needs. As students

explore topics beyowl their textbooks, they identify voids. For their professcas, some

of these voids become research opportunities. Again, the research defmes the profes-

sion and the profession defines the research.

In a study extending the STC report of academic programs, Marian Barchilon

made it clear that there is a great deal of divasity among graduate programs, making

it difficult to compare them. She raises questions about standardization and the

definition of standards. She notes, "The questions about the role of education in the

technical communication field are not answered easily, but they raise important issues

and we should address them" (p.34).

There is a tension in the discipline between the need for standardization of

academic progrvms and the need for programs that respond to specific or broad-based

market demands.

Some would argue that programs should meet standards that would assure that

all technical and professional communication graduates have a comparable baseline

knowledge. Frank Smith feels that a clear-cut curriculum would enhance profession-

alism (p.86). Some feel that accreditation of academic programs would contribute to

the status of the profession. The opinion is often expressed in the literature that some

technical communication programs do a less-than-adequate job of preparing their

students for present and future employment. For example, Gilbert Storms writes that

some programs "aim to prepare students for the particular jobs that exist in their local

area...Most aim to educate students for entry-level jobs" (p.13). Paul Anderson

argues that differences in programs "represent a healthy diversity," while cautioning

that "Some of the differences, however, result from a program's omitting an impor-

tant course or requiring a questionable one" (Anderson, p.162).
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Many of the articles about curdculum stress the changing nature of the piofes

sion, the range of job possibilities for technical communication gniduates and the

need for general models of education that provide principles and theory and the skills

for problem solving and adaptation (see, for example Storms, Anderson, Gilbertson,

Little, Miller, Treadwell, and Green and Nolan).

Regardless of the available models (real programs and themetical constructs),

program designers must respond to their local situations. The lack of professional

standards makes it difficult to uphold ideals in the face of institutional pressure. In

some cases, the university context demands a strong theartical componem in other

institutions, theory is considered inappropriate. Norben Elliot and Margaret Kilduff

stress that "As technical writing instructors, we cannot wrap ourselves in departmen-

tal isolation and cut ourselves off from the institutions in which we teach" (p.422).

Standardization of academic programs does not seem to be on the horizon.

Recent literature gives the strong impression that programs will continue to evolve

individually and variously, with some input from industry, intraction with the host

institution, and help from the growing body of visionary and model-tased literature.

Students' needs and the local job market will also continue to shape the programs.

Library resources and services to support these programs must also respond to the

individual programs.

Conclusions

As a field, technical and professional communication is in the prime of self

examination. At the same time, this analysis does not provide the structtued defini-

tion that would allow its research literature to be identified and easily accessed.

In defining itself, :his discipline has been both too limiting and too sweeping. In

defining their profession in tams of its technology and tasks, some practitioners

therefore define themselves as trxhnicians. "Most practitioners," says Anderson,

(p.162) "are largely unaware of the great diversity in their profession." Othas, whose

concern is the status of the profession with which they are involved, provide more

refined but not always more useful models and metaphors. Charles Beck, for ex-

ample, suggests the term "orchestrator" to define the technical communicator --
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"Proposed definition: Technical conmunication is the process of orchestrating lin-

guistic, visual, and auditory codes to accommodate information to thc user" (p.14).

VanDeWeghe encourages technical communicators to think of themselves as cre-

ative writers.

Weaving all these various defir* ions and points of view together gives an

impressionistic view of tlw profession that is pmbably accurate. Most of those who

attempt to define it (especially for the design of academic paograms) emphasize the

diversity of employment possibilites and job tides, the diversity of tasks in a given

position, the changeatility of the workplace, and the alluring prospects for the future.

For a profession so closely linked to infommtion technology, the defmition should be

ample enough to accommodate change. Technical and professional communicatms

should have the attitudes that allow them to create unique and appropriate positions

fir themselves as it beconms increasingly important to bridge the gap between

sophisticated technology and its users.

However, in a changeable field it is exceedingly important to share information.

This field, as it defines itself, does not allow for the usual search strategies for infor-

mation retrieval Being a new, small academic discipline means that the literature is

still somewhat manageable, at least for the insiders. The community of researchers

and scholars is small, the number of journals is bmwsable, and it is possible to dis-

tribute to students a short list of the important books and bibliographic articles. As

the research base grows, though, it will be increasingly difficult to control biblio-

graphically.

17
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Chapter Three

PROFESSIONAL JOURNALS AS MIRRORS:
A CITATION ANALYSE

Bibliometrics is the quantitative study of a body of literature. Much of the

research in the history and sociology of science has been biblioneuic. Citation

analysis is probably the best-known bibliometric method, first used mcse than 60

years ago to study the dissemination of scientific information, and applied more

recently to disciplines in the social sciences and humanities.

Citation analysis is the study of lists of references in scholarly works. A citation

is the converse of a reference; proper usage is "reference to" and "citation from" (L.

Smith, p.83), but often in the literature the terms are used interchangeably.

References are intellectual linkages indicating relationships between one paper

and another. Citation analysis can reveal networks among journals and fields, provid-

ing some information about the nature of a discipline.

...each citation is a public expression of a tnmsaction where acknowl-
edgment is exchanged for useful information...a network of ties be-
tween jtimnals is generated by aggregating over the citations contained
in journal articles" (Doreian, p,45).

The uses for citation analysis are varied. It is frequently used by sociologists or

communications researchers to understand scholarly communication patterns within

and across disciplines. Citation analysis can reveal major intellectual contributions

within a field, or the influence of a particular journal or author. Or, "It can help to

place the discipline in a group of subject fields sharing some common ground" (Budd,

p.85).

Other uses (some might say misuses) of citation analysis are to help determine

faculty salaries "as an indicator of quality of work (how much a person's research is

being used by others)" (Garfield, p.3; see also Diamond), and to aid in reorganizing

academic units (Reeves and Borgman, p.121). Librarians have used information from

citation analyses to make decisions about central or branch libraries, to allocate

budgets between serials and monographs, and to weed obsolete collections (Metz).
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The appeal of citation analysis as a tesearch method is its objectivity, its preci-

sion and its unohntsiveness. As Linda Smith points out, "Citations are signposts left

behind after information has been utilized and as such provide data by which one may

build pictures of user behavior without ever confronting the user himself" (p.85).

Computerized citation databases allow the quick manipulation of large quantities of

citation data, and the annual Journal Citation Reports (ICR) give such measures as a

journal's "impact factor," the "half life" of citations to a particular journal, the "im-

mediacy" of citations (how quickly the journal is cited) tut more.

Some drawbacks to citation analysis are that the citation databases and JCR can

be used only for large journals and well-established, well-defined disciplines, and

manual tabulation is laborious and painstaking. Although hundreds (perhaps thou-

sands) of citation analyses have been published, there is a "lack of compatibility,

which makes comparisons and synthesis difficult" (L. Smith, p.94). Methodological

details can differ enough to render the data from another study useless for annpari-

sons. Also, researchers seldom look at exactly the same aspects of the literature they

are studying. Linda Smith's critique outlines many other weaknesses and pitfalls of

citation analysis; she takes a harsh look at some of the false assumptions often made

and the problems in data collection. She points out that

Superficially, citation analysis appears to be a simple technique to
apply, and thar is a danger that it will fall into disrepute through
uncritical or ovetenthusiastic use. As with any methodology, citation
analysis produces results whose validity is highly sensitive to the skill
with which it is applied.

Neverthelen, a careful citation analysis can provide some useful information

about a discipline and its journals.

Methodology

I counted and charted all references attached to articles in technical and profes-

sional communication journals for 1990. I counted the number of unique references

following each article and the number of articles in the journal, calculating the mean.

In counting the number of articles, I did not count editorials or teaching exercises

unless they included references, and I did not count regular columns or annotated

bibliographies as articles. For historical context, I similarly calculated the citations
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per article in the same journals for 1980. The Journal of Technical Communication

was not published in 1980, and Wormation Design Journal for 1980 was not avail-

able locally.

Table 4

Technical and Professional Communication Journals

Journal Name, Publisher
symbol Estab-

lished
Circu-
lation

Issues
in 1990

of
articles
1990

Citations
1990

elisions
per at*
de, 199C

Cheibna
pw
de, 190C

Bubb, of Ihe Assocon for Buskins Commication
Assodatkor for Business Communication

@ABC 1935 2475 4 40 552 13.8
4

2.8

Informalon Design Jounwl
Infonnation Design Journal, Ud EVand

10 1979 700 2
4

14 231 not avid-

IEEE Trmaclions on Professional Communication
IEEE Professional Commtwication Societi

IEEE 1958 43C10 4 27 451 16.7 2.2

Joumfal ol &alms Communication
Association tor Busbmws Communication

IBC 1963 2475 4 20 765 38.3 8.7

Joumal of Business & Tedurkal Communication
Iowa Slate University *

JBTC 1967 339 2** 8 219 27.4 not pub.
Med

Journal of Technical Writing and Communication
Elaywood Pmu

ITINC 1971 1000 4

441

22 348 15.8 7.1

Technical Communication
Society for Technical Communication

TC 1953 15000 4 37 301 18.3 7.1

Technisel Writing Teacher ***
Association of Teachers of Technical Writing

TWT 1973

04 IN4

800

,144

3 19 389 20.5 6.9

Combined

fir

27 187 3339 17.11 5.8

* Now putished by Sage Press

** Now published 4 times a year

*" Now called Technical Communication alone*

1 noted whether the references were to other journal articles, books,conference

proceedings ccr other types of sources (and tabulated which types). If the reference

was to a journal article, I noted the journal's subject field. If the cited journal's

identity was not clear, I used the category assigned by Ulrich' s International Periodi-
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cals Direaary. On a matrix chart, I tabulated the citations to other journals in the

examined group.

If the reference was to a book, I noted whether it was to an entire book or to a

chapter in an edited book. If the reference was to a conference paper, I noted whether

it was in published proceedings.

Table 5

Types of Sources Cited
in 1990 Journals

Cited formats

BABC IEEE ID JBC JIITC AVM TC 'MT Total

JOUMMIll 50% 39% 36% 53% 40% 38% 44% 49% 46%

275 177 82 404 88 136 168 180 1520

Self-Cites 10 15 16 68 2 17 61 32 221

Other Core Journals 28 25 29 25 34 10 43 200

Other Journals 237 137 66 307 61 85 91 115 1099

Bookoighaptara 37% 50% 47% 38% sn 49% 28% 44% 42%

204 222 108 301 115 173 106 172 1401

Books 173 161 84 243 83 129 69 112 1054

Chapters 31 61 24 58 32 44 37 60 347

Conterence Papers 4% 8% 3% 5% 2% 4% 21% 5% 6%

22 37 8 37 5 9 79 20 217

Published Papers 5 32 5 23 2 7 76 18 168

Unpublished Papers 17 5 3 14 5 2 3 2 51

MI Othw Sources 9% 3% 14% 3% 5% 7% 7% 2% 6%

51 15 33 23 11 30 28 7 198

Dtasedationsaheses 1 2 6 1 2 1 13

Govt. dr UN DOCS 3 2 1 1 4 3 14

ERfe DOCUM0111S 3 1 3 1 8

NewspaperafRadb 14 2 1 1 7 3 6 1 35

Newsletters 5 3 1 12 2 23

Popular Magazines 12 1 2 1 16

Tech/Annual Roots. 6 5 17 3 7 6 1 45

Other 7 4 9 8 2 4 9 1 44

Total 552 451 291 765 219 348 381 389 3236
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I was able to compare the results with the results of other studies, to examine the

data using others' theories. I was also able to put bits of information back together

and compile citation profiles of the individual journals.

Citations Per Article

The simplest and most straightforward citation measurement is the average

number of citations per article in the journals under investigation. Most citation

studies include the citation-per-article nwasure. Tabulation methodology differs

little, but what can vary is the miming or importance attached to the ..neasure.

Derek deSolla Price, one of the founders of bibliornetrics, contends that the

citation count is a rough indication of an article's "scholarliness" (Price, 1970). He

also believes that this measure "is determined by the size of available archive of

literature in that field" (Price, 1980, p. 198). Oement So suggests that the citation

count "can give us a sense of whether a journal is theoretical or applied in nature"

(So, p.242).

Figure 2 shows that the average number of citations per article published in 1990
trlmical communication journals was 17.84. The citation averages for articles in
individual journals ranged from 38.3 (Journal of Business Communication) to 10.3
(Technical Communication).
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Although primarily a student of the literature of scialce, Price estimates that the
average number ofcitations per article in social sciences journals was 11 (1980,
p.198). Recent oldies have shown his estimate to be low. According to John Budd,
in 1986, the average number of citations per article with citations in all social sci-
ences journals, based on data available in the Social Sciences Citation index, was
15.6. (Budd, p.86).

In his study of the journals of higher education, Budd found the average number
of citations per article to be 25.17 (p. 86). James Baughman found 24.96 citations per
zrticle in his studyof sociology journals (p295).

Clement So combined the 10 communication journals he studied intoa single
"macro journal" and compared it with "macro journals" ofsome neighboring fields
(for each field, the top WA in "overall impact" journals, according to JCR).

Table 6

Citations per Article, "Macro Journals"

Disdpine okations per wilder

AfithloPologY 46.8

Political Science 43.5

Psynhobgy 34.8

Sociology 30,1

Business 30. 1

LancluRifi 29.9

Psychiatry 28.0

Communication 26.6

Education 21,5

Economics 19.9

information Science 15.1

(So, pp. 244-248)
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Technical and professional ccummunication, with 17.8 citations per article, would

fall toward the low end of this sctrnewhat limited measure of scholarliness.

Because each field has its own communication traditions and information needs,

and because by their nature some fields include an applied element and others are

purely theoretical, it is perhaps not as useful to compare one field to others as to

watch the citation count in a journal cm group of journals over time.

To So, it was significant that the average number of citations in the 1983-85

communications journal articles he studied was higher than the same count in a

similar study conducted by Reeves and Borgman of 1977-79 journals. In the earlier

study, the average number of citations per article was 23.6. In So's study, the number

had increased to 28.8. He felt that the increase was due to a literature build-up and a

better theoretical development in the discipline (pp. 242-43).

An increase in the average citation count in a joulnal or group of joirmals can

reflect a change in the focus of that journe or in the nature of the discipline. In 1980,

the average number of citations per article in technical and professional communica-

tion journals was 5.8 compared with 17.8 articles in 1990 (see Table 4). This dra-

matic increase would indicate that the entire discipline has taken a turn towards

theory and scholarly research during the eighties. This is supported by the multiplica-

tion of academic programs during that period (Kelley, et al).

Journals and Monographs

Another fairly simple (although manual and tedious) citation count is of the type

of literature referenced. I have classified citations by their type in four major catego-

ries: books, journals, conference papers, and "other." These general categories are

subdivided into more specific categories, such as published or unpublished confer-

ence papers, books or chapters of books, and more specific other sources (newspa-

pers, dissertations, etc.). The references to journal articles are classified according to

whether they cite the same journal, other technical communication journals, or jour-

nals from other disciplines.
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Many of the other recent citation analyses use ISI's Journal Citation Reports

(JCR). These are annual conwilations of the data from Science Citation Index,Social

Science Citation Index and Arts and Munanities Citation Index in a matrix format

that shows which journals cite whit% other journals, along with totals, analysis, and

various measures. The JCR data does not allow researchas to differentiate among

types of literatute cited, because only journal-to-journal refezences are ccatsideted.

However, in earlkr studies, the type of literature cited was conskkred impoitant

in gauging the maturity of a discipline and the degree of consensus within the disci-

pline. For example, Sydney Pierce (2.159) used such information to theorize that

"The tendency of professional literatures [as opposed to 'scientific' literatures] tocite

nonjournal publications may therefor be both symptom and cause of an underlying

lack of consensus in the field." The journal/monograph ratio has been used to com-

pare disciplines to one another and to place them along a continuum of "hard" to

"soft" science (see, for example, Price, 1970, Budd, p.87, Broadus, 1953, p.31, and

the many references to Devin and Kellogg's Table 3, pp. 51-52).

Scholars in the fields of rhetoric, information science and sociology have been

using this kind of information to support theories about the sociology of science, the

invisible college, and differences among disciplines, as well as to understand patterns

of information dispersal within disciplines. But there are also practical consider-

ations.

Implications for Libraries

Recently, Robin Devin and Martha Kellogg have rekindled the library

profession's interest in some of the old citation studies that quantified the journal/

monograph ratio of citations in various fields. These acquisitions librarians urge their

colleagues to examine academic disciplines in light of their citation patterns in order

to construct fmmulas for the allocation of a library's materials budget. They suggest

that "the serial/monograph ratio should be based on the use of the literature by re-

searchers in that subject area as determined by citation studies" (p. 54).

Although most of the available serial/monograph citation data originates from

the pre-ICR era of manual tabulation, it confirms common knowledge and the obser-
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vations of Price, Pierce and many othen that scholars in science rely heavilyon
jountal literature, whereas those in the humanities cite books much more frequently.

Devin and Kellogg's table lists the results of 66 citation analyses. They empha-

size the consistency of their data, commenting that "in certain subject areas this type

of citation analysis has been conducted by numerous researchersover a substantial

time span with similar results" (p. 52). Distilled, their data reflects the average
percentage of the citations that are serials in the humanities, social sciences, and

sciences:

Humanities: 26.3%

Social Sciences: 40.3%

Science & Technology: 816%

Budd also listed serialImonograph ratios as determined by various citation
studies, including two of his own:

Table 7

Citations to Serials

Study Serials

Humanities

English Literature 19.9%

American Literature 23.0%

American Studies 28.8%

Social Sciences

Sociology 38.5%

Hirher Education 45.7%

Science

Gaology

Microbbbgy

75.7%

90.4%

(Budd, p. 87)
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The journals of technical communication, citing journals at a rate of 45.6%,

clearly follow the social sciences pamm in this measure, despite the fact that the

academic programs are often located in humanities departments and college and

university teachers in the field often have a humanities backgound, and practitioners

often work in scientific environments. If a library is using a formula based on usage,

it should maintain an equilibrium between books and journals for this discipline.

ID

Journals

Book Chapters and Conference Papers

Classification of citations by type also allows us to speculate about the behavior

of authors in obtaining their information, and to identify possible difficulties for other

scholars in accessing it. For example, 346 or 10.4% of the references in this study are

to chapters in books, most of which are edited collections of papers by individual

authors. Another 217 (6.5%) of the citations are to conference papers. Fifty one of

the conference papers (1.6% of the total citations) are unpublished, and therefore

unavailable, except perhaps from the paper's author.
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A student searching by subject using library catalogs and indexes to locate
sources of information on a technical or praessional cormnunicatkm topic would not
be able b) access book chapters or published conference papas. The subject headings
that are applied to such books or conference proceedings must be broad enough to
apply to all chapters, varied and specific though their subjects might be. Thus, an
impcetant research paper on collaborative writing in the workplace might be in a book
that is classified by the LilNary of Congress (and therefore, by most other Invades)
under the general subject heading "Technical Writing," along with several hundred
other books in each Rory with the same heading.

The authms who cite thesepapers that are tucked away in edited books probably
become aware of them through colleagues, publishers' flyers, or through rtferences in
other papers. Tewhers and librarians should be aware drat researchers, collectively,
value the information in these edited books and conference proceedings, and that
others, in order to find it, should use the lists of references in journal articles they
have found. In this discipline, students need to learn early the tracking skills that
most researchers use, 63Ilowing trails from an initial hit Bibliographers should make
an effort to include these chapters and conference papers in their subject-classified
bibliographies.

Core Journals

Another measure used by citation analysts to devise theories and to guide library
acquisitions is the frequency with which specific journals in a discipline are cited in
related journals. Highly cited journals within a discipline are referred to as core
journals. "Core journals can be defined as 'that central set of journals which most
clearly reflects the conceptual essence of the research being reported in the disci-
pline' (Summers, p.332).

A simple count of the number of citations given and received has certain
drawbacks. "It disadvantages small journals in relation to large jounals, newer ones
relative to older ones, and infrequently issued journals relative to frequently issued
ones" (Doreian, p. 47, citing Eugene Garfield of ISI). Garfield's JCR uses a measure
he calls the "impact factor," a size-corrected index. However, for very large, very
small, amorphous or new disciplines, the JCR impact list cannot be used.
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The identification of core journals using citation analysis can be ccunplex.

Sometimes dw core journals will be identified through an iteration piocess that begins

with all journals cited in a discipline's leading journal, or in papen presented at a

certain conference. "No amsensus exists as to the best method of selecting starting

journals" (Summers p.334). The citations of highly cited journals are then examined,

and the process continues until a cote list is afferent. Aldxsugh JCR data has some

limitations, it can be used for these studies in large or amorphous disciplines, but nut

for small or new ones.

The identification of the discipline's cme journals is the sole purpose of some

citation studies. In a discipline with many journals, researchers want to know which

ones are most highly cited. In smaller disciplines such as technical and professional

communication, there are so few journals that it is not difficult to identify a list of

probable core journals. My original list of ten core journals was suggested by faculty

teaching graduate courses in technical and professional communication at New

Mexico State University. In addition to the journals listed in Table 4, my original list

included Written Communication and Visible Language.

Only two of the technical communication journals that I was considering were

listed in the JCR. These were Written Communication, listed as an English journal,

and The Journal of Technical Writing and Communication, listed in the communica-

tion category. It was obvious that identifying the core journals of technical communi-

cation would be a =mai process.

One of the suggested journals, Visible Language, was questionable. The subject

matter of the 1990 articles did not appear to relate to technical communication, so I

dropped it from the study. As I discovered, it was not cited in any of the articles in

the other journals. I was unsure about Written Communication.

I found that there were no additional frequently cited journals that I could con-

sider technical communication journals, although two English journals, College

Composition and Communication, and College English were cited more often than

one of the suggested journals, Written Communication. Because Written Communi-

cation had only two citations to the other core journals, and because al three journals

deal with a subject area that is broader than technical communication, I dropped

Written Communication from the list.
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Table 8 is a matrix representing citations among the core journals. Note that the

total number of citations to all of these journals comprises only 11% of the total

number of citations. Technical Communication and Technical Writing Teacher

authors had 21% and 20% of their citations to the core journals respectively, but in

both cases there was a relatively high number of citations to the journal in which the

author was publishing ("self citations" are in bold type). Authors in Information

Design did not cite any of the other core journals. On the basis of this one measure,

Information Design would not be considered a member of the set of core journals.

Table 8

Core Journals

IEEE ID AC JBItCiting Journals

Cited Journals

MSC

Bulletin of the ABC 10 20

IEEE Trans.on Tech. Comm. 3 15

Information Design 16

Journal of Business Comm. 12 68 7

J. of Bus. & Tech. Comm. 7 4 1 2

J. of Tech. Writing 8 Comm. 5
111/

3 10

Technical Communication 4 13 3

Technical Writing Teacher 2 4

Total citations to core 38 40

4

16 97 27

Percentage of total dtations 8% 7% 7% 13% 13%

Total number of citations 552 451 231 765 219

..11WC I TC Twr Total

1

15 1 5 8

5

nat
47

4

2

17
-dr

7 96

3 19

14 57

4 1 81 5 91

91 3 32

511 77 75

Ob.
52

421

15% 21% 20% 11%

348 381 389 3336
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Subdisciplines

Otation studies of ccwe journals will sometimes reveal subdisciplines. In a more

developed field, there might be a division or labor among the journals, focusing on

areas of research. A few dominant journals would take care of the basic issues on a

general level. This elite group of journals would publish articles considered influen-

tial to the field at large, (So, p. 251).

So's study of communication journals agreed with Reeves and Borgman's study

in distinguishing two very distinct subdisciplines, masscommunication and interper-

sonal communication. Most of the journals in these subcategozies do not cite each

other, although one did kidge both of the subdisciplines.

In his citation analysis, Jin Choi found that the subdisciplims in anthropology

are mutually isolate& He interpreted this with alarm, noting a "lack of accumulation

of theoretical knowledge that can hold subfields together and call upon intellectual

leadership among anthropologists to synthesize, to bridge the gap among

subdisciplines, in order to ensure tme scientific progress" (p. 82-23).

Others are more optimistic about evidence that disciplines are branching out. In

his study of reading research journal literature, Edward Summers attempted to iden-

tify "those with close citation linkages from cognate specialty areas, thus providing a

picture of the cross-disciplinary involvement of the field" (Summers, p.332). He felt

that infusion from the outside was healthy.

Keeping in mind that the numbers in my matrix are small, I ran the data through

a multidimensional scaling analysis (ALSCAL on SPSSX) to map the intarelation-

ships of these :ournals based on their citations to each other. The resulting map

(Figure 4) allows two main clusters of journals.

Business/Technical Communication Clusters

In the upper right quadrant of the chart are three journals with the word "busi-

ness" in their titles. On the lower secdon of the chart are three journals with the word

"technical" in their titles and the IEEE journal (profes:donal communication, but from
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I. JBTC

Other +
JTWC

Business

JBC

Technical

*IEEE

TC

-2.5 -2 -1.5 -.5 0 .5 1 1.5 2

Dimensbn
Journal name Symbol 1 2

BuN. of the Assoc. for Business Communication BABC 1.700 .774
IEEE Transactions on Prof. Communication IEEE .112 -1.030
litormation Design ID -2.400 .122
Journal of Business Communication JBC .773 .813
Animal of Busineas & Techrical Communication JBTC .051 1252
Journal of Technical WrNing & Commnication JTWC -.604 -.302
Technical Communiclion TC .617 -1.365
Technical Writing Teacher TWT -.249 -.264

Analysis of Citation Patterns Among Core Journals
Using Multidimensional Scaling

Figure 4

2.5
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an engineering society). Although the title of the Journal of Business & Technical

Communication includes both the wads "technical" and "business," its co-citation

patterns identify it more closely with the business communication journals. hforma-

lion Design was not allied with either gmup, citing only itself.

While the data is adminedly limited, this map would indicate that there are two

subdisciplines represented by these core journals, "businessammuniattion" and

"technical communication." The Library of Qmgress and Ulrich's classification of

these journals as well as their association affiliations (Table 4) confirms this analysis.

Table 9

Journal Affiliations

Journal Editors's Aca-

demic Dept

LCO LC Subffict Utrk:h Sub-

*: calefloq

BABC English HF5718 Economics BusAcon.

IEEE English T10.5 Technology Elec. Eng.

ID Typography! NM 520 Applied Arts 1.6./Into.

Graphic Design Science

JBC Mgt.Sci.& Stats HF5718 Economics BusiEcon.

JBTC English HF5718 Economics not listed

JTWC Language, Lit T11 Technology Education

& Communication

TC Seff employed T11 Technology Communic.

1WT Rhebric T11 Technology Education

The journals themselves are not unaware of this split. The Journal of Business

and Technical Communication explains its role: "...MTC offers opponunities for
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lmidging dichotomies that have traditionally existed in professional-commtmication

journals between business and technical conmnunication and between industrial and
academic audiences."

The authors of the 1990 articles in JBTC do cite each of theother core technical

and professional communication journals. The largest number of citations to a cow
journal is to the Journal of Technical Writing and Communication. The reason that it
is mapped in the "Business" cluster is that the journals are linked as they cite the
other journals and as they ate cited. JBTC is most frequently cited by the Bulletin of
the ABC. Perhaps business communication scholars are more aware of this journal
than are technical cmnmunication scholars. However, it must be emphasized that this
study is very limited in scope, and that there is not a great amount of co-citing among
any of these core journals.

Openness/Centrifugality

Some (but, unfortunately, not many) citation analysts have examined a
discipline's citation-to-core-journals/citations-to-other-discipline-journals ratio. To
some theorists, this measure would indicate the degree of a discipline's "maturity."

Metz (p. 155) states that disciplines with mature research paradigms "will be more
focused in their work and will tend mere to cite works from within their own litera-
tures?'

Others see this focut. in a different light. Bracken and Tucker (p. 666) feel that
"self citation has been largely interpreted as indicating the insularity of library sci-
ence." Pierce, in his study of the qualities of professional literatures, also used the
term 'insular" to refer to the lack of outside influences (p. 160). Interpretation of
thh measure will vary among researchers. Setting value judgments aside, this ratio
allows us to quantify a discipline's self-sufficiency or interdisciplinarity.

Choi and So have independently devised related formulas to quantify their
disciplines' "openness" to outside influences (So, p. 242) or "centrifugality" (Choi, p.
69). Basically, they divide the number of citations to journals of other disciplines by
the total number of citations to journals. Quantifying this chtuacteristic allows us to
compare journals with each other and with disciplines for which we have data. Table
10 shows how frequently authors in the eight technical and professional cornmunica-



don journals cite the journal in which their article is published, other jowl- in the
discipline, and journals from other disciplines.

Table 10

Openness

Mations to self I Citation to own field I Citation to other fields

BABC 4% 10% ee%
IEEE e% 14% 78%
ID 20% 0 80-4

JBC 17% 7% 78%
JEITC 2% 28% 69%
awc 13% 25% 62%
TC 36% 10% 54%
mnr 17% 22% 81%

Combined 14% I 13% 1 73%

Table 11 shows how technical and professional communication journals, taken
as a whole, compare with the journals of other related disciplines in their citation of
journal literature from outside their disciplines.

Table 1 1

Citations to Journals from Other Disciplines

Communication Studies (So, 1988) 85%

Technical & Professional Communication 72%

Anthropology (Choi, 1988) 67.5%

Sociology (Swaths, 1967) 57.2%

Higher Education (Budd, 1990) 48%

Education (Broadus, 1985) 43.7%

Lbrary Science (various, in Bracken & Tucker, 1989) 22-42%
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Again, watching the changes over a period of time may prove to be more useful

than comparing disciplines to one another. Both So and Choi were able to make

historical comparisons to their findings. The centrifugal tendency of anthropology

increased slightly, from 66.7% in 1963 to 67.5% in 1983 (Choi, p.78), while

commtmication's openness to other fields decmsed from 87% in 19/7-79 to 85% in

1983-85 (So, p.241). Interpretation of changes will also be subjective.

Looking at the differences between professional and scientific literature, Pierce

found that "Focused on their own ploblems, [professionals] tend also to draw on a

much nanower range of subject literatures. Compared to researchers in the sciences,

researchers in the professions tend to draw a greater proportion of the materials they

cite from their own field." (p. 160).

Bracken and Tucker have documented that this is indeed true of librstry science.

However, it does not appear to be the case in technical and professional communica-

tion. This professional discipline seems to be very open to the literature of other

disciplines. The converse is that it does not appear to have its own research base.

Subject Relationships

After determining that a discipline is "open," or "centrifugal," or "immature " or

"interdisciplinary" or "cross-fertilized," the next job far its scrutinizer is to analyze

which other disciplines are most often cited, and perhaps to speculate why.

Figure 5 and Table 12 illustrate that business journals are cited twice as often

(342 citations) as journals from the next-most-cited discipline, English (173 cita-

tions). This is somewhat surprising. Several of the English journals are cited numer-

ous times (see Table 13), but this does not appear to be the case with business journals

The Bulletin of the ABC and the Journal of Business Comm,' -*ion, both

published by the Association for Business Communication, accown for the majority

of the citations to business journals. The focus of ./BC, stated in the journal itself, is

on "business, managerial, or organizational communication theory or knowledge."

In these two journals, the references to bainess journals are seldom to articles

about business communication per se, but are often about organizational theory,

corporate culture, managerial and marketing trends. Psychology and communications

journals are also cited in these journals more frequently than in the other core jour-
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nals. When pedagogy is discussed, references arc often to specialized business

education journals rather than to the English education journals often referenced by
authors in the other coze journals.

Subject Focus of Journals Cited in
Technical Communication Articles

The references to English journals are scattered through all the journals. Only
the Technical Writing Teacher, the Journal of Business and Technical Communica-
tion and the Journal of Technical Writing and Communication cites English journals

more often than business journals. It should be noted that the Journal of Business and
Technical Communication has more references to communications journals than to
either business or English journals.

Psychology journals are also cited several times in all the journals except The
Technical Writing Teacher, which has only one citation to this category. Seventy
nine of the 119 psychology articles are cited in the two ABC journals. Many of the

psychology journals cited in The Bulletin of the ABC and The Journal of Business
Communiagion represent a business subdiscipline of psychology -- organizational
psychology, personml psychology and marketing psychology. Some of the psychol-
ogy journals cited in the other technical and professional communication journals

have to do with cognitive psychology and human factors.
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Table 1 2

Subject Focus of Cited Journals

Citing Journals 8ABC ID EEE .IBC J8TC 41WC TC TWT Total

English/Rhstoric Ki 1 15 27 12 27 4 43 173
3 1 119Psychology 25 7 17 47 9 10

Communications 22 5 1 44 15 2 1 3 93
1 6 21 5 80

Education 22 9 14 8 4 7 4 11 79
12 12 1 1 8 9 44

SciencsiMed./Math 3 8 9 1 12 7 40

Computer 13 1 33

Enginearbw

Sociology 2 21 1 1 4 30

Other

Art

3 4 6 3 1 1 4 22

4 3 2 9 18

Journaftsm 1 1 4 2

PhiloscyhyiReligion

Statistics

Ir
2
6 1

3 2
1

GovtiPol.ScilEcon 3 3

Non-com Tack Comm.

Historv

Lbayinformalbo SDI 1

Arch./Construction

1

8
1

2

7
5

3 4
3

Law

The Bulletin of the ABC and The Journal of Business Communication also ac-

count for the majority of the communications articles cited. The IEEE Transactions

on Professional Communication and Technical Communication cites computer science

journals heavily, amounting for 54 of the 80 references.

Considering that education is the focus of many of the articles in this study and

that at least one of the journals is devoted entirely to the subject, it is surprising that

education journals are not cited more frequently than they are. Perhaps more surpris-

ing is the almost total lack of refornces to information science journals. The overlap-
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ping of research interests in these two fields that have a common overriding mission to

make information accessible has apparently been overlooked by technical and

professional commtmication scholars. Journalism literature may also be an over-

looked mom= for these authors.

Journal Profiles

The above citation data can be used to mund out profiles of individual journals,.

Each journal defines itself at at the beginning of each issue and in its ins/maims to

authcas. Directories such as Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory and the

Standard Periodicals Dinrctory also briefly describe journals. But no one has yet

characterized these particular journals or compared them with each other based cm the

literature their authors consider important.

In defining a journal in this way, though, we must keep in mind that we are

examining only the refezences fey one year in the lives of these changing journals,

and that a complete profile takes many factors into consideration, including an analy-

sis of the regular columns and features, the content of the articles and the characteris-

tics of the editors, the authors and the readers. That type of thorough analysis is

beyond the scope of this thesis. However, I can make some observations based on the

citation analysis. The following information is derived from Table 4, Table 5 and

Table 9.

The Bulletin of the Association for Business Communication, as indicated by its

title, does not consider itself a scholarly journal. ABC also publishes The Journal of

Thainess Communication, which is amsidered the research organ of the association.

BABC is a forum for shorter pieces, reports, news, and teaching exercises. Yet, many

of the articles convey research ranks and scholarly models. The majority of articles

have references, and the average number of references per article has increased from

2.8 in 1980 to 13.8 in 1990, a 393% increase. Its editor teaches in an English depart-

ment. Its authon most frequently cite journals; 86% of their journal references are to

other disciplines, and about half of those references are to business journals. When

they do cite other core journals, they most often cite JBC. Newspapers and popular

magazines are cited by authors in this journal more than in the other journals in the

study.
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The IEEE Transactions on Professional Communication is sometimes refened
to as a practidoner journal. Members of the MEE Professional Communication

Society also belong to its parent organization, MEE, The Institute ;A Electrical and
Electronics Engineers. But tin editor of this journal also teaches in an English de-
partment. The number of citations per article is close to the avaage for technical
communication journals, incteasing most dramatically (659%) from 2.2 in 1980 to
16.7 in 1990. Its authors cite books (50%) mire often than journal anic!P's (39%).
Computer journals are cited more than those of any other discipline, followed by

business and psychology. Significantly, engineering journals account for only 9% of
the other-discipline references in this IEEE journal. Authors in this journal am more
open to the technical and twofessional communication discipline than are those in the
BABC, most frequently citing the journal Technical Communication.

In many ways, Iqformation Design Journal (ID) is not a typical technical and
professional communication journal, and should perhaps be excluded from the list of
core journals as a result of this study. It is the only journal in the group to be pub-
lished outside of the United States, and it does not cite any of the other core journals.
It is cited one time each by the IEEE Transactions and the Journal of Business and
Technical Communication and five times by TheTechnical Writing Teacher. In its
citations per article (16.5) and its mix of journal references (36%) and book refer-
ences (47%) it is similar to the others. It has the highest percentage of "other
sources" references, most of which are technical reports.

Most of the other-discipline journals cited by 1D's authors are from engineering,
followed by education and science. Because it deals with visual design rather than
text, and because visual design is a recognized but under-researched area of technical
communication (MacNealy, p.197), this journal should probably stay on the list of
important journals for this discipline, but will probably continue to be cited more than
it will cite the others.

The Journal of Business Communication (JBC) closely follows the profile of its
ABC sibling The Journal of the Association for Business Communication, despite the
fact that this editor teaches in a department of management science and statistics.
The journals/books ratio is similar (53%/39%), and references to, journals from other
disciplines fall into the same subject categories as those of the BABC references.
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However, in JBC, there is a much higher tendency of authors to cite earlier articla in
the same journal, and a much higher citation-per-article count, the highest of any of
the journals, in fact, at 38.3. Of this group of journals, it also had the most citations

per article in 1980, at 8.7. In percentages, the increase in citations, 340%, is very
close to that of BABC (393%). This indicates that the journals have maintained their
separate roles through the decade, but both have become more scholarly in carrying
them out.

In its frontal matter, JBC more than any of the other core journals spells out its
audience, its objectives, and the types of articles and research methodologies that will
be considered Kw publication. Its first objective is "to foster research and education
in the communications of business, industry, government, and nonprofit organiza-
tions." The citation analysis shows that the authms draw on the resources of the
disciplines of business, psychology, communication studies, English and sociology.
They set themselves apart from authors in the othercore journals by not citing any
literature of computer science or engineering. This might indicate that at least during
1990, this journal did not cover technological aspects of professional communication.

The Journal of Business and Technical Communication (JBTC), the newest and
smallest of the group, with a circulation of 339, may also be the most ambitious, in
trying to CoveT both technical and business communication. Like JBC, JBTC also
defines well its scope and its mission, which consists, in part, of "bridging dichoto-
mies." It also asks its authors for "the highest standards ofscholarship." The citation
per article count, seen as one measure of scholarship, is high in this journal, at 27.4,
second only to that of JBC. JBTC has the highest rate of openness to its own field,
28% (the group average is 13%), and the lowest rate of authors citing earlier articles
in the same journal (due, probably, to its young age).

The journal most cited by JBTC authors is The Journal of Technical Writing and
Communication, followed by JBC and The Technical Writing Teacher. The most
frequently cited other-discipline journals are in the areas of communication studies,
followed by English, psychology and business. However, many of its references are
to books (53%) rather than to journal articles (40%).

The Journal of Technical Writing and Communication (JTWC) is a well-estab-
lished and well-respected scholarly journal. Robert Connors refers to it as "a journal
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which quickly became the most respected organ in the field of technical writing

instruction" (p.347). Between 1980 and 1990 it more than doubled its citation per

article count faun 7.1 to 15.8, hit its count is still below the average for the group

(17.8), higher only than that of BABC and Technical Communication.

JTWC's openness to its own field is high (25%), and the lumber of references to

previous ankles in the same journal is average. This journal received more citations

(40) from other core journals than do any of the other journals. The journals most

cited by its authors are the IEEE Transactions and The Technical Writing Teacher.

The other-discipline journal articles most often cited by its authors are largely in the

area of English, followed by science and psychology. Business articles are seldom

cited.

Technical Communication is by far the most widely read of all the technical and

professional communication journa%, with a circulation of 15,000. It is the only

journal whose editor is not a university professor. Intended for members of STC,

relatively few of whom are academics (12%), it is not considered a scholarly journal.

The citation-pa-article count would validate its "applied" label; in 1990 there are

10.3 citations per article, increasing from 7.1 in 1980. This is the lowest increase for

any of the journals (45%); the average increase fir the discipline is 207%. The

authors in this journal cite books less frequently than do any of the other authors

(28%), and they cite confaence proceedings sipdficantly more than do authors in

any other journals (21% -- the next highest was 8% in the IEEE Transactions).

The number of times that TC authors cite earlier articles in the same journal is

another significant departure from the nonn, with thirty six percent of the journal

references are to TC itself. The percentage of references to journals of other disci-

plines is the lowest of any of the core journals. There are few citations to other

technical and professional communication journals. Occasionally cited are JTWC and

the IEEE Transactions. It seems that TC authors do follow the journal's guidelines

for authors, in which they are requested to "look over the literature of the field." The

examples given are the very sources that these authors cite, with little exception. Of

all the journals in the study, this one is the most self-contained. Still, a little more

than half of the journal references are to other disciplines; business journals account-

ing for 40% of those citations and computer journals accounting for 24%.
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The Technical Writing Teacher (7W1), now called Technical Communication

Quarterly, "ranks only behimi J7WC in the opinion of many technical writing teach-

ers," scam-ding to Connors (p.347). In its count of citations per article (20.5) it is

higher than J7WC, but in 1980 its count was lower (6.9). Comm wmte his assess-

ment in 1982; perhaps TIVT is ascending the scholarly scale. It is MOM open to its

own field and to its own earlier articles. The technical and professional cominunica-

dm journals most frequently cited by its authors are J7WC, then the IEEE Transac-

tions and JBC. The other subject journals nwst cited are in English (37%) and busi-

ness (17%). Education, engineering and art journals ate also cited several times.

College Composition and Communication and College English together account for

29 of the 44 references to English journals.

Condusions

Looking at this group of journals thrlugh their references will help define the

individual journals and the discipline as a whole. As many observers have noted, the

research base is small, the discipline is immature and not yet well defined (it is

uncertain whether it ever will be). The scholarship as depicted by this citation analy-

sis reveals that although academic programs in technical and professional communi-

cation are physically positioned in humanities units and less frequently in science or

technology units, the research literature has a social science resemblance.

The interdisciplinary connections of this literature are to social science disci-

plines, with the exception of English and computer science. It should be noted that

the most frequently cited English journals are those that cover all English scholarship,

including technical and professional communication and composition studies as well

as English pedagogy in general. Therefore, the articles from those journals cited in

technical and professional communication journals are not tnily "humanities"

sources. The computer journals do not actually reflect computer science, but are

those that cover user issues.

The subdisciplines of technical communication and business communication

seem to survive somewhat separately, as indicated by the 1990 literature. In a disci-

pline this small, similarities rather than differences should be emphasized, and the

research bases consolidated, in order to avoid duplication of effort. The scholars may
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be housed in quite different acadanic units, but they have information to share about

workplace communication.

A more detailed analysis of this same data set would add depth to the study.

One could explore the influences of individual authors, or individual journals in the

more highly cited related disciplines. It might also be useful to analyse the dates of

the cited works, to get a sense of how rapidly new information is incorporated and

when information drops from current view. Information about the gender, institu-

tional affiliation and academic rank of authors can also be derived from a study of

journal articles.

This study could also be expanckd to include data from other years. The cita-

tions-per-article information from the 1980 journals proved to be very useful in

giving a sense of the development of the discipline.

Overall, the citation analysis reveals a discipline that is closer to the social

sciences than to the humanities or sciences. Core journals are identifiable, but are not

closely interrelated through their citations. However, there are similarities in the

types of sources and the other disciplines that are cited in the core journals. The

citations indicate that there are two distinct but not mutually exclusive subdisciplines,

business communication and technical communication. The field as a whole is open

to a variety of other disciplines. The vast increase in the number of citations per

article in all the journals indicates that the research base is growing and that the

authors are taking a more scholarly approach to their subjects.
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Chapter Four

BIBLIOGRAPHIC PROBLEMS AND SOME SUGGESTIONS

I have looked at the technical and professional communication profession as it
sees itself and as it is mirrored by the references in its journals. Some of that infor-

mation will help to delineate some of the problems that librarians face in helping

technical and professional communication scholars find the information they need.

In university libraries, librarians arc often subject specialists, bringing to their
work an academic background that allows them to build strong subject collections
and guide users to the best sources. Subject specialists are linked to academic depart-

ments, and when a department is diverse, the librarian may not be equally comfort-

able with all elements. In other words, the library's English specialist may have a
background in literature without a clue to the needs of the technical communication

contingency. The problem could be the same if the program were housed in a college
of engineering.

It is therefore essential for those few who understand both libraties and teclmical

and professional communication to educate others about the literature of the disd-
pline. It is also important for faculty in this discipline to undesstand something about
libraries and bibliographic control, in order to work with the system and make their
needs heard. Because the programs lack standardization, the needs will differ, but at
almost every institution that has a technical and professional communication pro-
gram, someone from the program needs to work with someone from the libr-Ty to
make sure that information is not only available but accessible to the students and
faculty, and that the library understands the curriculum of this discipline. Usually, in
libraries, "the squeaky wheel gets the grease."

Before discussing some of the ways to improve access to materials that support

the technical and professional communication curriculum, I will explain some of the
obstacles and discuss the strength and weaknesses of access tools.
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Information Storage and Retrieval

Problems in bibliographic storage are a big cause of problems in information

retrieval. Librarians and indexers assign the subject headings and terms that identify
the contents of a book or article, and this is not always done satisfactorily, for various
reasons. Litricians also assign the call number that will determine the physical

location of the book. Even if the librarian who ordered the book knows what it is
about, that is not usually the librarian who will catalog the book.

Books

Cataloging has been simplified a mat deal through the use of computer net-
works. Before a book is published, or very shortly thereafter, it is usually cataloged

at the Library of Congas (LC) by one of LC's huge cadre of subject specialists. The

record becomes part of a national database, and when other libraries acquire the book,
they do "copy cataloging," downloading the record into their own system. This leads
to standardization of records, gets books on shelves sooner than if each book were
subjected to "original cataloging," and saves libraries money because they can use
staff people rather than professionals to do this. The average quality of catalog
records is certainly improved by this method. However, that does not assure that
every book is assigned the most appropriate call number or subject headings. The LC

librarians must work within a classification system that dates back to the 1800's, and
must assign terms from the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) thesaurus,
which does change, but is problematic for any subject, especially for a new, indistinct
discipline. And if the LC cataloger makes a mistake, it will be repeated in almost

every library that owns the book. A book might be doomed to obscurity by one
careless cataloger.

For example, an unfortunate classification error was made in a two-volume
work, The Technology of Text: Principles of Structuring, Designing, and Displaying
Text, edited by David H. Jonassen. The papers in these books represent research on
textual communication, with an emphasis on instructional text. Electronic text is also
discussed, but within a writing and designing context. In many library online cata-
logs, and in all card catalogs, the only access to a book is through its exact title, the
author's nanx, and the assigned subject headings. When a book is cataloged, it can
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be assigned as many as six subject headings. For thew particular books, only one
subject heading was designated "information display systems." Figme 6 shows a
page from the Library of Congress Classification Tables, Technology volume. Cata-

logers use this set of books when assigning a call number based on the book's subject
matter.

TK
ELECTRICAL nelniamaNG. ELECTRCIIICS. NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

11§21rgass
tus and materials

7072 Am=r4 AA. Continued
.08 SUperconductors
.T7 Transformers
.735 Voltage regulators

7874 Microeleetrooica
.5 Catalogs ofmicroelectronic equipment

Microwaves
7076 GeniI works

Amplifiers, aaa M871.2-58
Heating, egg T54601
Tubes, alts T87871.7-84
Rayeguides, gm 717871.65

7870 Electronic measurements
.2 Time measurements

Electronic instruments
Cf. TE301-396, Electric meters

.5 Auxiliary equipment

.6 Probes

. 7

7879 thtm1=7
oscillogreph (Oecilloscope)

.2 Vacuum tubs voltmeters
Aog=lone of electrmic

880
e

7 works
7081 Industrial lect:Ionics

Special applications
.2 Electronic control
.4 Sound systems (General)

Electroacomrtice, an T85981-5906
. 6 Magnetic taps reeorders and recording

Cf. TX5981-6986, Electroaconstice
.7 High fidelity epitome
.0 Stereo high fidelity systems
. 9 Theaters, auditoriums, etc.

7882 Other, A-Z
To be classified here unless otherwise provided for
in the field of application

.E2 Eavesdropping
Facsimile transmission, go U6710-6720

.16 Information display systems

.M4 Metal detectors
?labile communication systems, gm TK6570.M6

P7 ProsIbdUrdetectors
.33 Scanning eystems
.565 Speech processing systems

Library of Congress Classification Schedule

Figure 6
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The call number assigned to this book begins with TK 7882, locating it
with elect/oaks books, near books on video display terminals, fax machines and

metal detectors. In some libraries, the mistake will be caught, but in most others, the
LC cataloging wir 1:e copied.

A graduate student interested in Blake soon learns the location of the Blake area
of the British literature stacks. If a new collection of Blake works or a new book of
Blake criticism arrives at the library, the browser will find it easily. A student of
technical and professional communication or educational media design would prob-
ably never be browsing through the metal detector sectimi of the electronics stacks.
Typing the subject "Blake" into the computer or looking under "Blake" in the card
catalog will retrieve a complete listing of books about him, but typing or looking
under the phrase "textbook design" would not retrieve the Jonassen books, nor any
other book, for that matter, since "textbook design" is not a valid Library of Congress
subject heading. Access will be somewhat better in those libraries that offer keyword
searching of terms in titles of books.

Edited books present another problem, as I pointed out in Chapter One. A
subject heading must be broad enough to encompass all the contents of the book. The
more diverse the subjects, the broader the subject headings will be. Important papers
may therefore not be accessible either through a library catalog or through an index.
Bibliographies sometimes include chapters in books, but often don't.

Journal Articles

Journal articles can be accessed in several ways; through browsing, indexes or
abstracts, databases or bibliographies. Each discipline has its own best method of
bibliographic control for its journal articles. In this discipline, scholars should use all
possible approaches.

INDEXES AND DATABASES

Researchers and teachers who assign their students to use the library need to
know which indexes and databases to use or recommend, and their limitations.

The student looking for journal articles on Blake would be referred to the ML4
international Bibliography in its print form, on CD-ROM, or online, the Humanities
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Index, also available on paper, computer disk or online, and the Year' s Work in

English Studies or English Studies Abstracts. Most of the litemry journals would be
indexed in one cc more of these indexes, and articles on Blake would definitely be

included. Thus, the student, the professor, and the librarian could be confident that by

using these indexes, they would find just about everything published on Blake during

a given period of time. Most librarians, however, would be at least temporarily

stumped by a request for journal articles on design elements fir desktop publishing or
protocol analysis for usability testing.

Scholars and librarians need to broaden their scope when choosing indexes for

technical and professional communication topics. When biology students need an
index, they are directed to biology indexes, and all students from the English depart-
ment regardless of their specialty may be sent, inappropriately in sow cases, to
English indexes, most of which are restricted to literary topics. Technical communi-

cation students might use the indexes of education, psychology, business, science,

linguistics, library science, or communication studies.

In using an index or database of a foreign discipline, it is hnportant to realize the
limitations of indexing terminology. Like the librarians who must assign Library of
Congress subject headings to books, indexers are generally required to use a thesau-

rus of approved terms. Also important to keep in mind is that tenns used to describe

a concept will differ among disciplines. For example, the word "documentation" in

information science has meanings very different from the way it is used by technical

and professional communicators, as in "computer systems documentation." Someone

with an English backgound searching a psychology database for ar.icles on the

usability of computer system documentation might not realize that some cognitive
psychologists refer to a user model as a "production system" (Poison, p.188). Fur-

thermore, each discipline has its own approach to a subject, and an index may not
include an anicle that takes a more multidisciplinary approach, even if the article is in
a journal that the index includes.

In "The Inadequacy of Interdisciplinary Subject Retrieval," Trudy Gardner and
Mary Lou Goodyear report on their study of the interdisciplinary coverage of the

subjects "death" and "abortion" in four major indexes. They found that the four
indexes stuck rigidly to their own disciplines' coverage; for example, Index Medicus
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covered only the physiological aspects. They conclude that "it is difficult for people

in one discipline to locate information through the indexes of another discipline"

(pp.193-4).

Even an index intended to cover a focused discipline can be highly selective in

its coverage of the awe journals, as Mbert LaRose found when examining one year's
coverage of Communication Abstracts. He found that "the most frequently cited

journal, Journalism Quanerly, was cited nearly four times as frequently as the run-

ner-up, Journal of Adverti sing (123 vs. 32 citations)." The Quarterly Journal of

Speech and the Journal of Nonverbal Behavior west cited only once (p29). LaRose
felt that the coverage of core journals was vezy uneven.

LaRose them compiled a list of core communication journals and a list of the

indexes that included them, according to Ulrich' s International Periodicals Directory

and the source lists of the indexes themselves. He found that in all indexes, the

coverage was highly selective, and that in many there was no coverage of some of the

journals listed in the source list for the index. He cautioned librarians against refer-

ring communication arts students to Communication Abstracts as the best source for
articles on their subjects. Only 34.1% of articles in ccwe journals were covered there.

The index that gave the best coverage, Current Index to Journals in Education,

covered only 50% of the articles in the core journals. A good number of the articles

(36.2%) are included in neither of these indexes. One fourth of the articles in core
communication journals were not covered in any of the indexes LaRose studied. He

suggested that since total bibliographic control was not provided by indexing and

abstracting services, librarians should instruct their patrons to browse appropriate

journals and use bibliographies and citation indexes in addition to the indexes

(LaRose, p.31).

For some of the core journals identified in Chapter Two, I also found that there

are cases in which an index that is listed in the Ulrich' s entry for a journal does not

include that journal in its source list. In the Ulrich's entry for Wonnation Design

Journal, several indexes are listed, including Business Periodicals Index, CIJE,

ERIC, Communication Abstracts, and ABIIInform. It appears that none of these

indexes actually includes this journal in its coverage. I also found that an index will

include a journal in its source list but will not actually have any entries for that jour-



nal. For example, The Bulletin of the Association for Business Communication is

listed in the ABIlltform database list of included journals, but a search finds no

articles from this journal. Technical Communication is included in ERIC, but a
search shows that only 13 articles are indexed, and that 12 of these are from the May
1988 issue.

However, unlike LaRose, I found when I searched the CD-ROM databases ABII

Worm, Compendex, and ERIC that in most cases when a journal is covered, it is
covered thoroughly (see Table 14).

Table 14

Inclusion of Journal Articles in CD-ROM Databases

Journal ABI/Infonn Compendax ERIC

BABC _ _ 95%

ID

IEEE 87% 100%

JBC 90% _ 75%

JBTC _ _ 100%

JIWC 95%

TC _
TWT 100%

O.M1=, IMIM

Of all the indexes that Ulrich' s lists for the core journals, ERIC and CUE (the

same database, in different formats) gives by far the best coverage to themost jour-
nals. Only Wormation Design Journal, the IEEE Transactions on Professional
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Communication and Technical Communication are not covered here. When the

decisions were made to include the other journals, it was probably felt that they had a

strong relevance to teaching. Of the four 1990 articles from The Journal of Business

Communication that are not indexed in MC, two are included in ABIIInform. One is

a management study of effective listeners and the other is about communication

strategies. Two articles in the journal are not included in either database: "Response

to Johan Van Hoorde," a four-page article with one reference awl "Berxxl a Concept
of a Communication Process," an 11-page article with six references. We would
probably need may data to draw conclusions about the indexing criteria in ABI and
ERIC, but it is possible that highly theccetical articles are excluded from both. ABI
included all the other articles in JBC and 87% of the articles in the IEEE Transac-
tions, but does not cover any of the other core journals, even though there is a journal
code for The Bulletin of the Association for Business Communication. Conipendex,
the electrenic equivalent of the Engineering Index, gives complete coverge to the
IEEE Transactions, even to the short commentaries and teaching exercises; it is no
surprise that the other core journals am not included.

Only articles on certain subjects in certain types of periodicals are accessible
through library indexes and databases. Most articles on technical and professional

communication pedagogy can be easily retrieved using ERIC, the Current Index to
Journals in Education (CUE), or the Education Index. Articles that have to do with
business writing could be found using ABIlinform (online or CD) or the Business
Periodicals Index, but only if the articles are in business periodicals, The Journal of
Business Communication, or the IEEE Transactions. But articles that are not in these
specific journals or in business or engineering journals will be difficult to retrieve
through an index. The interdisciplinary nature of subjects like document design or

discourse communities and the theoretical nature of rhetorical theory means that
journal articles on those subjects might be listed in indexes of other disciplines, or
they might not be listed anywhere.

BROWSING

As shown in Chapter Two, the number of core journals for this discipline is
small. Any university that has a graduate program in technical and professional

communication should probably have all of them in its library, although many librar-
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ies may not. Again, the discipline suffers for its young age; at this time, as serial

Fices skyrocket and library budgets shrink, many libraries are not able to add even
the journals badly needed for new programs.

Because it takes time to scan through every issue of several core journals, the

browser may wish to be selective, choosing those journals that are peaty indexed, or
those journal:, likely to cover subjects that are poorly indexed As we have seen,

pedagogy is well indexed, as are some aspects of business communication. IEEE can
be easily accessed in engineering databases. Technical Communication, 14fonnation

Design Journal and the Journal of Business and Technical Communication are not
well indexed, so should be scanned.

Browsing as the main access to periodical articles would be unsatisfactoty in this

discipline, as shown by the citation analysis in Chapter Two. In the 1990 issues of

the core journals, citations to the axe journals themselves comprised only 11% of the

total citations. This is due to the interdisciplinary nature of the field, and its openness
to outside influences.

Bibliographies

Bibliographies can help fill in the gaps left by indexes and Library of Congress

cataloging in covering the literature of technical and professional communication.

Several general and specialized bibliographies have been compiled for this discipline,

and they should be widely promoted as access tools to this elusive literanne, espe-

cially to the interdisciplinary aspects. Patrick Scott discusses at length the role of

bibliographies in composition studies. Some of his concerns will apply to the bibliog-
raphies of technical and professional communication as well. He points out that the
compiler influences the scope and coverage as well as the shape of the bibliography.
He is concerned that "A selected bibliography, through its taxonomy, channels the

user into a particular reseatch tradition or phase of a continuing debate" (p. 176).

Ideally, he says, a discipline has one main pmfessional association that defines the

field. When there are many groups, each one has its own terminology, emphasis, and
concerns. This fragmentation can limit a bibliography. He also notes that usually,

selective bibliographies only include research. "By excluding non-empirical wolks
from bibliographic control, solid research will stand out more clearly, but there will a
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possible bias." And sometimes researchers, especially new ones, need to find other

kinds of information, including background sources and general discussion (Scott
p.171).

Bibliographies can either be published as monographs or in periodicals. In a
journal, a review article, annotated bibliography cc regular listing will either cover a

limited subject or a limited time period. Technical Communication has a regular
column, "Recent and Relevant" that is actually a selected annotated bibliography of

recent books and journal articles. The comprehensive but not annotated annual

A7TW Bibliography has appeared regularly in the fall issue of Technical Communica-

tion Quarterly (formerly The Technical Writing Teacher) and covers the preceding
year. This bibliography is classified by subject and includes books, reviews and

journal articles. The journals that are canvassed for this bibliography imlude not only
the core journals and the general English journals, but also several fram other disci-

plines such as communication studies, educational technology, physics and nursing.

The Journal of Technical Writing and Communication features a retrospective anno-
tated bibliography of its articles from 1971 through 1989 (volume 20(1), 1990), also

classified by subject.

Bibliographies in book form can be more comprehensive in scope and more

generous in their annotations. In addition to classification by subject, a monographic

bibliography can offer a keyword index, giving the user many more accer- noints. A
drawback to the monograph is its lack of currency. As an access tool for 5r ang

recent information, a monographic bibliography is almost out of date as soon as it is
published. But it can provide broad and thorough access to more seasoned literature.
The following is a list of some of the important bibliographies that every library
supporting a graduate program in technical and professional communication should
have:

Moran, Michael G. and Debra Joumet (eds.). Research in Technical Communi-

cation: A Bibliographic Sourcebook. Westport, Cr: Greenwood, 1985.

Sides, Charles (ed.). Technical and Business Communication: Bibliographic

Essays for Teachers and Corporate Trainers. Urbana, IL: National Council

of Teachers of English; Wallington, DC: Society for Technical Communica-
tion, 1989.
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HA Debra L Busineu and Technical Communication: A Bibliography, 1975-
1985. Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow, 1987.

Recommendations

Because each technical and professional communication program is different, I

can offer no detailed prescriptitm for making sure that students will find the informa-

ticm they need to support their coursework. In general, though, I can make a few

recommendations. First, good communication between tewhing faculty and librarn

ians is very important. The library should understand the program, and the program
should understand the library. Those who have learned to navigate in the library
should share their knowledge with their colleagues as well as with their students.

Librarians knowledgeable in this discipline should also share what they have learned
with their Wary colleagues.

When a new graduate program is in the planning stages, library resources should
be considered. The library may not be able to add the required new materials. If
possible, funding should be found elsewhere. This would assure that the library
would respond favorably to future needs as the program grows.

Improving Access to Information

Impmving access to information includes both making the infmmation available
in the library and making sure that it can be found once it's there.

Boma

Because the library's subject specialist in English (or engineering, or whatever
department houses the program) probably doesn't have a background in technical and
professional communication, faculty members should not totally leave the ordering of
books up to the library. The responsible librarian would probably be grateful for
suggestions of books to be ordered.

If the library uses an approval plan (vendors automatically send books that fit a
computerized profile), make sure that the profile is broad enough to support all
aspects of the curriculum.
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It is worth the time spent to scan the book reviews in the journals that most
closely relate to a particular cuniculum. Librarians erten ammitor only the library-
oriented reviewing periodicals such as Choice and American Reference Books Annual
(ARBA), and the books of interest to a technical ratd professional communication

program might fall between the cracks of the disciplinary classification system those
periodicals use.

As faculty members become aware of new or potentially useful books that the
library might buy or might already own, they should uld the tido to a lists or per-
sonal databases. Some of those books might be difficult for students to rand in a

subject search of the library's catalog. Faculty should make an extra effort to be
accurate in listing a book's tide and author or editor. Students and librarians become

frustrated and resentful Dying to find a book using a professor's botched citation.lf an
edited book has useful individual chapters on diverse subjects, the chapters should be
included on lists of library resources, but the tide of the book should be made clear. It
cannot be assumed that all graduate students know how to read a bibliography.

For this discipline a book list on a syllabus can be extremely helpful. One can
look up the especially relevant titles in the library catalog to see what subject head-
ings have been assigned and then share this information. Students should also be
encouraged to use this technique of using a book they have found to lead them to
other related books.

It is important for teachers to understand the Library of Congess classification
system and share that knowledge with students. They should be told that unfortu-

nately, the books they need will be scattered in various areas. They can lean) where
some of those areas are, but it will be more effective for them to become expert users
of the library's catalog, whether it is on cards or online.

Students should be taught the value of references in journal articles. As shown
in the citation analysis, books and chapters make up 42% of the 1990 references in
core journals.

Those who write books should make sure that the title accurately describes the
subject of the book and that the introduction also makes the subject clear. The tide
and introduction may be all that the book's cataloger will look at. More people will
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read the book if it is shelved near !elated books and if its subject headings are reason-

ably accurate. Words in the title will be the access points for swine future searchers.

PERIODWALS

If a library in an institution that houses a teclmical and professional communica-

tion program does not subscribe to the one journa/s listed in Chapter Two, they

should be added if at all possible. Even if everyoneteaching in the program receives a
personal copy of a journal published by an association they all belong to, students

need access too. Faculty collections or informal departmental libraries might provide

some access to some students, but the library is best at providing access to all, and is

usually open at night.

If the library is unable to add new journals, technical and professional communi-

cation faculty should negotiate with the parent department to drop some subscriptions

in favor of adding the journals they need. If literature enrollment in an English

department is shrinking and technical and professional communication enrollment is

increasing, the library's journal subscriptions should reflect that

Faculty and graduate students should regularly lmowse through the core journals

that they don't subscribe to themselves. They should know the journals fron other

disciplines that are most likely to cover subjects that support their curriculum.

Some journals have an annual index. Technical Communication, for example,

has a classified subject index that appears in the February issue and covers the pre-

ceding year. Bibliographies in the core journals, such as the ATM Bibliography tue

very important As individuals' research interests change, they may need to be

reminded of an article that was skipped when it first appeared.

A wide variety of indexes should be used to approach most subjects in technical

and professional communication. Librarians can suggest appropriate indexes. In an

unfamiliar index or databases has print or online thesaurus, it can lead the user to the

controlled vocabulary terms that may be idiosyncratic to the particular discipline

indexed. If an index has both a subject classification and a keyword index, both
approaches can be useful.
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Citation indexes offer yet another approach. A good article cr author on a

subject can lead the researcher to other articles in which it is eta This is one way

to explore a reserA network.

Those writing journal articles should keep in mind the segment of potential

readers that will be using library tools to find the article. Here again it is important to

pay close attention to the tide, the words in the abstract, and the keywords that might

be assigned by an indexer based on tlx title, abstract, and opening remarks (see Curtis

and Bernhardt for more discussion).

BIBLIOGRAPHIES

Students should be encouraged to use both specialized and general bibliogra-

phies. They should be listed on syllabi and on lists of library resources.

After doing a thorough literature review to support a research article, the author

should think about the possibility of creating an annotated bibliography on the spe-

cific subject, for publicatiod. It weld not necessarily duplicate the review, because it

would include sources that found hit not used. Pulling the bibliography together

might allow a graduate assistant the opportunity for co-authorship.

In updating a previous bibliography, it is essential to think about improving

access to older information by adding subject terms that reflect the discipline's

evolving paradigms. New terms can also be applied to books and articles that were

written before the term was coined. Scott feels that this is importan4 he says that

bibliographies should be "comprehensive repositories of record u well as short-term
retrieval tools" (p.175).

Bibliographic Instruction

For undergraduate students, who might be using the library on an occasional

basis, a general orientation to the litmary would suffice. The instructor should then

give very specific help in tracking :;own interdisciplinary information. The students

should have positive first experiences in the library, and instructors should acknowl-

edge the difficulties in retrieval of certain kinds of information. When students return

to class complaining that there is no information in the library on their subjects, they
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should be told (jdildly) that the information is there, Nit it is not their fault they

couldn't find it. They should be offered specific suggestions and be encouraged to

consult a librarian, giving the librarian as much information as they can about their

topics and their approaches.

Graduate students are generally expected to familiarize themselves with the

library. While it is true that the best way to learn about a library is to use it, instruc-

tors should understand that in this discipline, guideposts are essential.

As early as possible in stu&nts" graduaft study of technical and pnafessional

communication, they should zeceive elaborate bibliographic instruction. If there is a

librarian who is knowledgeable about the curriculum and the resources, it would be

very useful to have him or her speak to an introductory class, preferably more than

once. If there is not a librarian who has a stmng rappon with the program, it would

probably be preferable for the informed instructor to perform this role.

Patrick Scott's comments about composition students could apply equally to

students of technical and professional communication:

Those committing themselves to composition as a pduate field need
systematic instniction in its special bibliographic chfculties. It is not
enough to hand students the Tate book, or even Moran and Lunsford,
and point them towards an ERIC terminal...Chaws in research focus,
and the explosion of published work on composition have compli-
cated, and perhaps temporarily disrupted, any easy information ze-
trieval in the field (Scott, p. 176).

A popular assignment is to have students, individually or in groups, compile an

annotated bibliography of the major library resources in the discipline. The first-hand

discovery and even the false starts can be immensely helpful, but instructors of

technical and professional communication should realize that for their students, this

might be a frustrating and difficult or even unsuccessful exercise. Without the sus-

tained involvement of a knowledgeable librarian or library-literate instructor, inexpe-

rienced students will not uncover the search strateffies they will need. If their results

are passed on to other students through a presentation, misinformation may multiply.

For example, a group of students who completed such an assignawnt in my library

defined die card catalog thus: "Contains a few books and articles on technical writing

but is limited, scant and not very informative." First of all, the card catalog does not
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include articles. Furthermore, the important thing to know about that particular card

catalog is that it was closed in 1975, and does not have any cards for books received

since then. The students apparently did not discover that important clue on their own.

Given the difficulties of bibliographiccontrol, instruct= might be tempted to

avoid the library and rely on textbooks, reservereadings, and photocopied packets.

But that is doing students a disservice. Not only should education include seeking

one's own knowledge independent of the instructor, but it should include developing

one's skills in information reuievsl. If the chosen subject of study requires maples

retrieval skills, then it will simply require more time and more help in learning them.

If technical and twofessional communication students do not become comfort-

able in the library while in college, they Jay not use libraries after they leave. As we

have seen in Chapter One, the profession is rapidly evolving and the job responsibili-

ties of graduates are expanding. Information retrieval is not only an academic skill,

but for these students a job skill as well. It is the responsibility of their teachers to

help them acquire it.

It is also the responsibility of both those who create and those who ccpnize and

provide access to the literature of technical and professional communication to make

sure that the research base builds upon itself and that bibliographic control becomes

recognized as an important research issue within the discipline. I have outlined some

problems and some ways to deal with them, but long-term solutions are not yet

apparent. It is important for this discussion to continue.
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